Effect of transferrin as a ligand of pH-sensitive fusogenic liposome-lipoplex hybrid complexes.
We previously developed potent nonviral vectors based on complexation of lipoplexes and pH-sensitive fusogenic liposomes, which achieve efficient transfection through membrane fusion with intracellular acidic compartments such as endosomes. Because transferrin receptor is known to be overexpressed in cancer cells, in this study, we investigated the effect of transferrin as a ligand for transfection of various cancer-derived cell lines mediated by the liposome-lipoplex hybrid complexes. Results showed that these hybrid complexes with transferrin exhibited higher transfection efficiency toward these cells than complexes without transferrin, but the extent of the transferrin-induced enhancement was dependent on the cell line. Conjugation of transferrin increased their transfection activity for HeLa and KB cells, although it only slightly enhanced transfection for HT1080, HepG2, and K562. Transferrin receptors in HT1080, HepG2, and K562 cells were internalized slowly, whereas those in HeLa and KB cells were internalized quickly and actively. These results indicate that transfection mediated by the ligand-attached hybrid complex does not correlate with the amount of transferrin receptor in the cell surface but correlate with the activity of internalization of transferrin receptor into the cells.